
 
 
 
 

AGENDA  
 
 
Meeting: STANDARDS DISPENSATION SUB-COMMITTEE 

Place: Committee Room III, County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge 

Date: Tuesday 11 January 2011 

Time: On the rising of the Consideration Sub-Committee 

 
This meeting has been called at short notice due to the need to make a decision 

prior to the meeting of Westbury Town Council on 17 January 2011. 
 
 

 
Please direct any enquiries on this Agenda to Pam Denton, of Democratic Services, 
County Hall, Trowbridge, direct line 01225 718371 or email 
pam.denton@wiltshire.gov.uk 
 
Press enquiries to Communications on direct lines (01225)713114/713115. 
 
All public reports referred to on this agenda are available on the Council’s website at 
www.wiltshire.gov.uk  
 

 
Membership: 
 
Wiltshire Council Members 
 
Cllr Ernie Clark 
 

 

 
 Town/Parish Council Co-opted Members 
 
Miss Pam Turner 
 

 

 
Independent Co-opted Members 
 
Mr Gerry Robson OBE 
 

 

 

 



 In line with Standards for England guidance the Chair for this meeting will 
be the Independent member. 

1.   Declarations of Interest  

 To receive any declarations of personal or prejudicial interest.   

2. Consideration of a dispensation request - Councillor Christine Mitchell, 
Westbury Town Council  (Pages 1 - 4) 

 

3.   Consideration of a dispensation request - Councillor Sue Ezra, Westbury 
Town Council  (Pages 5 - 8) 

 

4.   Consideration of a dispensation request - Councillor William Braid, 
Westbury Town Council  (Pages 9 - 12) 

 

5.   Consideration of a dispensation request - Councillor David Windess, 
Westbury Town Council  (Pages 13 - 16) 

 

6.   Consideration of a dispensation request - Councillor Russell Hawker, 
Westbury Town Council  (Pages 17 - 20) 

 

7.   Additional information  (Pages 21 - 22) 

 

 Additional Documents 

 1. Extract from Standards Committee (Further Provisions) (England) 
Regulations 2009 

 
2. Standards for England guidance on the above regulations. 

 
3. Wiltshire Council’s Dispensation Application Process and Criteria for 

Determination. 

 



 

   
WILTSHIRE COUNCIL       
 
STANDARDS DISPENSATION SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
11 January 2011 
 

 
 

Consideration of a Dispensation Request 
 

Consideration of a Request for Dispensation from 
 Councillor Christine Mitchell of Westbury Town Council 

 
Introduction 
 

1. On 23 December 2010, the Monitoring Officer received a request for a 
dispensation from Councillor Christine Mitchell, a member of Westbury 
Town Council.  Councillor Mitchell’s completed Dispensation Request 
Form is attached  

 
2. Councillor Mitchell sits on the Highways, Planning and Development 

Committee (HP&D Committee) of Westbury Town Council and also on the 
Management Committee of Leigh Park Community Association (LPCA).  
LPCA is likely to benefit from the approval of planning application 
10/03876/FUL, because the application would generate Section 106 
monies to be used for the building of the proposed community centre at 
Leigh Park.  

 
3. The LPCA exists to promote and support the development of a community 

centre in Leigh Park. 
 

4. For these reasons, the members of the LPCA who sit on Westbury Town 
Council consider that their personal interest in this planning application is 
likely to be considered by a reasonable person in possession of all the 
relevant information to amount to a prejudicial interest. 

 

5. There are nine members of the HP&D Committee, five of whom are also 
members of the LPCA.  Membership of the LPCA means that these five 
members represent 56% of the membership of the HP&D Committee.  All 
of the five LPCA members on Westbury Town Council’s HP&D Committee 
consider themselves to have a personal and prejudicial interest in any 
planning application considered concerning LPCA. 

 

6. The existence of the personal and prejudicial interest described above 
precludes 56% of the members of the HP&D Committee from voting on 
planning applications concerning LPCA, thereby rendering the HP&D 
Committee inquorate. 

 
7. Councillor Mitchell is requesting a dispensation to apply to future meetings 

of the HP&D Committee of Westbury Town Council when considering 
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planning applications concerning Leigh Park Community Centre.  The next 
meeting of the HP&D Committee is on 17 January 2011. 

 
 
Criteria for Determination of Requests 

 
8. Under Section 17(1)(a)(i) of The Standards Committee (Further 

Provisions) (England) Regulations 2009 (enclosed), the Dispensation 
Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation where the transaction of the 
Council’s business would otherwise be impeded by, or as a result of, the 
Code of Conduct because more than 50% of the members who would be 
entitled to vote at a meeting are prohibited from voting.  

 
9. The Dispensation Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation: 
 

a.  for one item of business 
b.  for a period not exceeding 4 years 
c.  allowing the member to participate in the meeting and vote 
d.  allowing the member to speak but not vote 
 

10. In reaching a decision on a dispensation request the Dispensation Sub-
Committee must:  

 
a. have regard to guidance issued by Standards for England 

(enclosed); 
b. disregard any dispensations that have already been granted to 

other members of the same body; and 
c. take into account: 

 
i. the nature of the member’s prejudicial interest: 
ii. the need to maintain public confidence in the conduct of the 

Council’s business: 
iii. the impact on the outcome of the proposed vote; 
iv. the need for efficient and effective conduct of the Council’s 

business; 
v. any other relevant circumstances. 

 
9. The Dispensation Sub-Committee is therefore requested to determine this 

request for a dispensation. 
 
 
Ian Gibbons, Monitoring Officer 
 

 
Report Author: Anna Browne, Governance Support Officer 
 
Tel: 01225 718454 
 
Date of report: 11 January 2011 
 
Background Papers: None 
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WILTSHIRE COUNCIL        
 
STANDARDS DISPENSATION SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
11 January 2011 
 

 
 

Consideration of a Dispensation Request 
 

Consideration of a Request for Dispensation from 
 Councillor Sue Ezra of Westbury Town Council 

 
Introduction 
 

1. On 23 December 2010, the Monitoring Officer received a request for a 
dispensation from Councillor Sue Ezra, a member of Westbury Town 
Council.  Councillor Ezra’s completed Dispensation Request Form is 
attached  

 
2. Councillor Ezra sits on the Highways, Planning and Development 

Committee (HP&D Committee) of Westbury Town Council and also on the 
Management Committee of Leigh Park Community Association (LPCA).  
LPCA is likely to benefit from the approval of planning application 
10/03876/FUL, because the application would generate Section 106 
monies to be used for the building of the proposed community centre at 
Leigh Park.  

 
3. The LPCA exists to promote and support the development of a community 

centre in Leigh Park. 
 

4. For these reasons, the members of the LPCA who sit on Westbury Town 
Council consider that their personal interest in this planning application is 
likely to be considered by a reasonable person in possession of all the 
relevant information to amount to a prejudicial interest. 

 

5. There are nine members of the HP&D Committee, five of whom are also 
members of the LPCA.  Membership of the LPCA means that these five 
members represent 56% of the membership of the HP&D Committee.  All 
of the five LPCA members on Westbury Town Council’s HP&D Committee 
consider themselves to have a personal and prejudicial interest in any 
planning application considered concerning LPCA. 

 

6. The existence of the personal and prejudicial interest described above 
precludes 56% of the members of the HP&D Committee from voting on 
planning applications concerning LPCA, thereby rendering the HP&D 
Committee inquorate. 

 
7. Councillor Ezra is requesting a dispensation to apply to future meetings of 

the HP&D Committee of Westbury Town Council when considering 
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planning applications concerning Leigh Park Community Centre.  The next 
meeting of the HP&D Committee is on 17 January 2011. 

 
 
Criteria for Determination of Requests 

 
8. Under Section 17(1)(a)(i) of The Standards Committee (Further 

Provisions) (England) Regulations 2009 (enclosed), the Dispensation 
Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation where the transaction of the 
Council’s business would otherwise be impeded by, or as a result of, the 
Code of Conduct because more than 50% of the members who would be 
entitled to vote at a meeting are prohibited from voting.  

 
9. The Dispensation Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation: 
 

a.  for one item of business 
b.  for a period not exceeding 4 years 
c.  allowing the member to participate in the meeting and vote 
d.  allowing the member to speak but not vote 
 

10. In reaching a decision on a dispensation request the Dispensation Sub-
Committee must:  

 
a. have regard to guidance issued by Standards for England 

(enclosed); 
b. disregard any dispensations that have already been granted to 

other members of the same body; and 
c. take into account: 

 
i. the nature of the member’s prejudicial interest: 
ii. the need to maintain public confidence in the conduct of the 

Council’s business: 
iii. the impact on the outcome of the proposed vote; 
iv. the need for efficient and effective conduct of the Council’s 

business; 
v. any other relevant circumstances. 

 
9. The Dispensation Sub-Committee is therefore requested to determine this 

request for a dispensation. 
 
 
Ian Gibbons, Monitoring Officer 
 

 
Report Author: Anna Browne, Governance Support Officer 
 
Tel: 01225 718454 
 
Date of report: 11 January 2011 
 
Background Papers: None 
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WILTSHIRE COUNCIL        
 
STANDARDS DISPENSATION SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
11 January 2011 
 

 
 

Consideration of a Dispensation Request 
 

Consideration of a Request for Dispensation from 
 Councillor William Braid of Westbury Town Council 

 
Introduction 
 

1. On 23 December 2010, the Monitoring Officer received a request for a 
dispensation from Councillor Braid, a member of Westbury Town Council.  
Councillor Braid’s completed Dispensation Request Form is attached .  

 
2. Councillor Braid sits on the Highways, Planning and Development 
Committee (HP&D Committee) of Westbury Town Council and also on the 
Management Committee of Leigh Park Community Association (LPCA).  
LPCA is likely to benefit from the approval of planning application 
10/03876/FUL, because the application would generate Section 106 
monies to be used for the building of the proposed community centre at 
Leigh Park.  

 
3. The LPCA exists to promote and support the development of a community 
centre in Leigh Park. 

 

4. For these reasons, the members of the LPCA who sit on Westbury Town 
Council consider that their personal interest in this planning application is 
likely to be considered by a reasonable person in possession of all the 
relevant information to amount to a prejudicial interest. 

 

5. There are nine members of the HP&D Committee, five of whom are also 
members of the LPCA.  Membership of the LPCA means that these five 
members represent 56% of the membership of the HP&D Committee.  All 
of the five LPCA members on Westbury Town Council’s HP&D Committee 
consider themselves to have a personal and prejudicial interest in any 
planning application considered concerning LPCA. 

 

6. The existence of the personal and prejudicial interest described above 
precludes 56% of the members of the HP&D Committee from voting on 
planning applications concerning LPCA, thereby rendering the HP&D 
Committee inquorate. 

 
7. Councillor Braid is requesting a dispensation to apply to future meetings of 
the HP&D Committee of Westbury Town Council when considering 
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planning applications concerning Leigh Park Community Centre.  The next 
meeting of the HP&D Committee is on 17 January 2011. 

 
 
Criteria for Determination of Requests 

 
8. Under Section 17(1)(a)(i) of The Standards Committee (Further 
Provisions) (England) Regulations 2009 (enclosed), the Dispensation 
Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation where the transaction of the 
Council’s business would otherwise be impeded by, or as a result of, the 
Code of Conduct because more than 50% of the members who would be 
entitled to vote at a meeting are prohibited from voting.  

 
9. The Dispensation Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation: 
 

a.  for one item of business 
b.  for a period not exceeding 4 years 
c.  allowing the member to participate in the meeting and vote 
d.  allowing the member to speak but not vote 
 

10. In reaching a decision on a dispensation request the Dispensation Sub-
Committee must:  

 
a. have regard to guidance issued by Standards for England 

(enclosed); 
b. disregard any dispensations that have already been granted to 

other members of the same body; and 
c. take into account: 

 
i. the nature of the member’s prejudicial interest: 
ii. the need to maintain public confidence in the conduct of the 
Council’s business: 

iii. the impact on the outcome of the proposed vote; 
iv. the need for efficient and effective conduct of the Council’s 
business; 

v. any other relevant circumstances. 
 

9. The Dispensation Sub-Committee is therefore requested to determine this 
request for a dispensation. 

 
 
Ian Gibbons, Monitoring Officer 
 

 
Report Author: Anna Browne, Governance Support Officer 
 
Tel: 01225 718454 
 
Date of report: 11 January 2011 
 
Background Papers: None 
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WILTSHIRE COUNCIL        
 
STANDARDS DISPENSATION SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
11 January 2011 
 

 
 

Consideration of a Dispensation Request 
 

Consideration of a Request for Dispensation from 
 Councillor David Windess of Westbury Town Council 

 
Introduction 
 

1. On 23 December 2010, the Monitoring Officer received a request for a 
dispensation from Councillor David Windess, a member of Westbury Town 
Council.  Councillor Windess’s completed Dispensation Request Form is 
attached  

 
2. Councillor Windess sits on the Highways, Planning and Development 

Committee (HP&D Committee) of Westbury Town Council and also on the 
Management Committee of Leigh Park Community Association (LPCA).  
LPCA is likely to benefit from the approval of planning application 
10/03876/FUL, because the application would generate Section 106 
monies to be used for the building of the proposed community centre at 
Leigh Park.  

 
3. The LPCA exists to promote and support the development of a community 

centre in Leigh Park. 
 

4. For these reasons, the members of the LPCA who sit on Westbury Town 
Council consider that their personal interest in this planning application is 
likely to be considered by a reasonable person in possession of all the 
relevant information to amount to a prejudicial interest. 

 

5. There are nine members of the HP&D Committee, five of whom are also 
members of the LPCA.  Membership of the LPCA means that these five 
members represent 56% of the membership of the HP&D Committee.  All 
of the five LPCA members on Westbury Town Council’s HP&D Committee 
consider themselves to have a personal and prejudicial interest in any 
planning application considered concerning LPCA. 

 

6. The existence of the personal and prejudicial interest described above 
precludes 56% of the members of the HP&D Committee from voting on 
planning applications concerning LPCA, thereby rendering the HP&D 
Committee inquorate. 

 
7. Councillor Windess is requesting a dispensation to apply to future 

meetings of the HP&D Committee of Westbury Town Council when 
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considering planning applications concerning Leigh Park Community 
Centre.  The next meeting of the HP&D Committee is on 17 January 2011. 

 
 
Criteria for Determination of Requests 

 
8. Under Section 17(1)(a)(i) of The Standards Committee (Further 

Provisions) (England) Regulations 2009 (enclosed), the Dispensation 
Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation where the transaction of the 
Council’s business would otherwise be impeded by, or as a result of, the 
Code of Conduct because more than 50% of the members who would be 
entitled to vote at a meeting are prohibited from voting.  

 
9. The Dispensation Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation: 
 

a.  for one item of business 
b.  for a period not exceeding 4 years 
c.  allowing the member to participate in the meeting and vote 
d.  allowing the member to speak but not vote 
 

10. In reaching a decision on a dispensation request the Dispensation Sub-
Committee must:  

 
a. have regard to guidance issued by Standards for England 

(enclosed); 
b. disregard any dispensations that have already been granted to 

other members of the same body; and 
c. take into account: 

 
i. the nature of the member’s prejudicial interest: 
ii. the need to maintain public confidence in the conduct of the 

Council’s business: 
iii. the impact on the outcome of the proposed vote; 
iv. the need for efficient and effective conduct of the Council’s 

business; 
v. any other relevant circumstances. 

 
9. The Dispensation Sub-Committee is therefore requested to determine this 

request for a dispensation. 
 
 
Ian Gibbons, Monitoring Officer 
 

 
Report Author: Anna Browne, Governance Support Officer 
 
Tel: 01225 718454 
 
Date of report: 11 January 2011 
 
Background Papers: None 
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WILTSHIRE COUNCIL        
 
STANDARDS DISPENSATION SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
11 January 2011 
 

 
 

Consideration of a Dispensation Request 
 

Consideration of a Request for Dispensation from 
 Councillor Russell Hawker of Westbury Town Council 

 
Introduction 
 

1. On 23 December 2010, the Monitoring Officer received a request for a 
dispensation from Councillor Hawker, a member of Westbury Town 
Council.  Councillor Hawker’s completed Dispensation Request Form is 
attached  

 
2. Councillor Hawker sits on the Highways, Planning and Development 

Committee (HP&D Committee) of Westbury Town Council and also on the 
Management Committee of Leigh Park Community Association (LPCA).  
LPCA is likely to benefit from the approval of planning application 
10/03876/FUL, because the application would generate Section 106 
monies to be used for the building of the proposed community centre at 
Leigh Park.  

 
3. The LPCA exists to promote and support the development of a community 

centre in Leigh Park. 
 

4. For these reasons, the members of the LPCA who sit on Westbury Town 
Council consider that their personal interest in this planning application is 
likely to be considered by a reasonable person in possession of all the 
relevant information to amount to a prejudicial interest. 

 

5. There are nine members of the HP&D Committee, five of whom are also 
members of the LPCA.  Membership of the LPCA means that these five 
members represent 56% of the membership of the HP&D Committee.  All 
of the five LPCA members on Westbury Town Council’s HP&D Committee 
consider themselves to have a personal and prejudicial interest in any 
planning application considered concerning LPCA. 

 

6. The existence of the personal and prejudicial interest described above 
precludes 56% of the members of the HP&D Committee from voting on 
planning applications concerning LPCA, thereby rendering the HP&D 
Committee inquorate. 

 
7. Councillor Hawker is requesting a dispensation to apply to future meetings 

of the HP&D Committee of Westbury Town Council when considering 
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planning applications concerning Leigh Park Community Centre.  The next 
meeting of the HP&D Committee is on 17 January 2011. 

 
 
Criteria for Determination of Requests 

 
8. Under Section 17(1)(a)(i) of The Standards Committee (Further 

Provisions) (England) Regulations 2009 (enclosed), the Dispensation 
Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation where the transaction of the 
Council’s business would otherwise be impeded by, or as a result of, the 
Code of Conduct because more than 50% of the members who would be 
entitled to vote at a meeting are prohibited from voting.  

 
9. The Dispensation Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation: 
 

a.  for one item of business 
b.  for a period not exceeding 4 years 
c.  allowing the member to participate in the meeting and vote 
d.  allowing the member to speak but not vote 
 

10. In reaching a decision on a dispensation request the Dispensation Sub-
Committee must:  

 
a. have regard to guidance issued by Standards for England 

(enclosed); 
b. disregard any dispensations that have already been granted to 

other members of the same body; and 
c. take into account: 

 
i. the nature of the member’s prejudicial interest: 
ii. the need to maintain public confidence in the conduct of the 

Council’s business: 
iii. the impact on the outcome of the proposed vote; 
iv. the need for efficient and effective conduct of the Council’s 

business; 
v. any other relevant circumstances. 

 
9. The Dispensation Sub-Committee is therefore requested to determine this 

request for a dispensation. 
 
 
Ian Gibbons, Monitoring Officer 
 

 
Report Author: Anna Browne, Governance Support Officer 
 
Tel: 01225 718454 
 
Date of report: 11 January 2011 
 
Background Papers: None 
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From: Keith Harvey [mailto:Keith.Harvey@westburytowncouncil.co.uk]  

Sent: 11 January 2011 09:37 
To: Wilton, Nina 

Subject: Westbury Town Council 

Nina 

 

There are 9 members of our Highways Planning & Development team of which 5  are members of 

the Leigh Park Community Association Committee. 

 

Regards 

 

Keith 

 

Keith Harvey 

Town Clerk 

Westbury Town Council 

 

01373 866091 

keith.harvey@westburytowncouncil.co.uk 
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contents

DISPENSATIONS 1

Granting dispensations under the new regulations 3
Legal requirements for granting dispensations 4
Issues and criteria to consider when granting dispensations 5
Considerations for dealing with dispensation requests 5
Practical guidance on the process for granting
dispensations and recording them 6
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This guidance on dispensations is aimed

at standards committees. It is not

mandatory but has been written to help

describe when standards committees can

grant dispensations for members allowing

them to speak and vote at a meeting when

they have a prejudicial interest.

introduction

2 DISPENSATIONS
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Granting dispensations under
the new regulations

The legislation states standards

committees can grant dispensations for

members allowing them to speak and vote

at a meeting when they have a prejudicial

interest. The criteria for granting these

dispensations changed in June 2009

Concerns were raised by some authorities,

as well as the Standards Board for

England, about the provisions of previous

dispensation regulations. Due to these

concerns, the Standards Committee

(Further Provisions) (England) Regulations

2009 (the regulations) revoke the previous

regulations. They replace them with new

provisions to clarify the grounds on which

standards committees may grant

dispensations to local authority members.

Under Section 54A(1) of the Local

Government Act 2000 an authority’s

standards committee can set up a sub-

committee to consider requests for

dispensations. Any reference in this

guidance to the standards committee

includes any sub-committee which has this

function.

Dispensations may be granted for

speaking only, or for speaking and voting.

The 2007 Code of Conduct (the Code)

relaxed the provisions for restricting

members from speaking. Therefore, the

need to request a dispensation in this

respect is now limited to circumstances

where the public do not have the right to

speak, or to where a parish or police

authority has not adopted paragraph 12(2)

of the Code. 

Part 4 of the regulations sets out the

circumstances in which a standards

committee can grant dispensations to

members of relevant authorities in

England, and police authorities in Wales. If

a member acts in accordance with the

granting of a dispensation, taking part in

business otherwise prohibited by an

authority’s code of conduct would not

result in a failure to comply with that code.

A standards committee may grant a

dispensation to a member or co-opted

member of an authority in the following

circumstances:

! where more than 50% of the members

who would be entitled to vote at a

meeting are prohibited from voting OR

! where the number of members that are

prohibited from voting at a meeting

would upset the political balance of the

meeting to the extent that the outcome

of voting would be prejudiced. 

Note: Although the Regulations are not

explicit, political balance is a legal

formula, set out in the Local

Government and Housing Act 1989 and

associated regulations. It applies only

to relevant authorities and places an

obligation on them to reflect the political

balance of their elected members when

determining who should sit on certain

committees. It does not apply to parish

councils.

Standards committees must ignore any

dispensations that have already been

given to others at the meeting to decide

whether either of these criteria apply.

There are two exceptions to this:

! Members cannot be given a

dispensation allowing them to vote in

dispensations

DISPENSATIONS 3
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overview and scrutiny committees

about decisions made by any body they

were a member of at the time the

decision was taken.

! A dispensation cannot be given to allow

an executive member with a prejudicial

interest in an item of executive

business to take an executive decision

about it on their own. 

The dispensation granted may apply to

just one meeting or it may be applicable on

an ongoing basis. However, the

dispensation cannot be used to allow

participation in the business of the

authority if it was granted more than four

years ago.

Legal requirements for
granting dispensations

1) Standards committees can grant a

dispensation if more than 50% of

members have a prejudicial interest in

an item of business to be discussed at

a meeting which is covered by their

code of conduct. They must ignore

any members who have already been

granted dispensations when doing this

(see paragraph [*]). The list of

meetings is set out in paragraph 1(4)

of the Model Code of Conduct

contained in the Local Authorities

(Model Code of Conduct) Order 2007.

These are meetings of:

! the authority

! its executive and its committees and

sub-committees

! any other committees, sub-

committees, joint committees, joint

sub-committees or area committees

of the authority.

2) Standards committees can grant a

dispensation for an item of business if

the political balance of a meeting

would be upset enough to prejudice

the outcome of the vote. They must

ignore any members who have

already been granted dispensations

when doing this (see paragraph [*]).

This means that due to the number of

members who are prevented from

voting the political balance of the

committee is changed. This is similar

to a provision that has been in

existence in Wales for some time. As

before, this does not apply to parish

councils as they are not bound by the

political balance rules.

[*]The requirement to ignore any

members who have already been

granted dispensations means that

standards committees should

disregard any previously granted

dispensations in order to work out

whether the two circumstances above

apply. 

So, if there were ten members on a

committee, six of whom would not be

able to vote on some business, all six

can claim a dispensation. If previously

granted dispensations were not

disregarded, once two people had

been granted dispensations, the

remaining four would be ineligible

because at that point 50% of the

committee would be able to vote.

In addition it is necessary to consider

if any of the exceptions set out above

apply.

dispensations

4 DISPENSATIONS
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Issues and criteria to
consider when granting
dispensations

The number of members in each political

group on an authority could affect the

eligibility to apply for a dispensation. 

In situations where one political party has

a large majority on an authority, and

therefore on its committees, members of

that political party will not be eligible to

apply for a dispensation frequently under

the criterion for political balance (see page

3). Where an authority has two or more

political parties, and the number of

members that each party has is fairly

evenly balanced, the eligibility to apply for

a dispensation will rise.

Clearly there is a difference between being

eligible to apply for a dispensation and it

being appropriate for that dispensation to

be granted. We recommend that the

standards committee considers the need

for criteria to be applied to requests for

dispensations. The committee will need to

balance the prejudicial interest of the

member seeking the dispensation to vote

on an item of business, against the

potential effect on the outcome of the vote

if the member is unable to do so. 

Considerations for dealing
with dispensation requests

Q. Is the nature of the member’s

interest such that allowing them to

participate would not damage

public confidence in the conduct of

the authority’s business?

For instance, it is unlikely that it would

be appropriate to grant a dispensation

to a member who has a prejudicial

interest arising as a result of an effect

on their personal financial position or

on that of a relative. The adverse

public perception of the personal

benefit to the member would probably

outweigh any public interest in

maintaining the political balance of the

committee making the decision. This

is especially where an authority has

well-established processes for

members on committees to be

substituted by members from the

same political party.

However, the prejudicial interest could

arise from the financial effect the

decision might have on a public body

of which they are a member. In such

cases, it is possible that any public

interest in maintaining the political

balance of the committee making the

decision might be given greater

prominence.

Q. Is the interest common to the

member and a significant

proportion of the general public?

For example, the member might be a

pensioner who is considering an item

of business about giving access to a

local public facility at reduced rates for

pensioners. Some cautious members

might regard this as a possible

prejudicial interest. However, as a

significant proportion of the population

in the area are also likely to be

pensioners, it might be appropriate to

grant a dispensation in these

circumstances.

dispensations
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Q. Is the participation of the member

in the business that the interest

relates to justified by the member's

particular role or expertise?

For instance, a member might

represent the authority on another

public body – such as a fire or police

authority – and have particular

expertise in the work of that body.

Therefore it may be appropriate for

that member to be allowed to address

the decision-making body, even where

there is no right for the public to do so.

This would mean that the body would

have the benefit of the member’s

expertise before making a decision

which would benefit it financially. 

Q. Is the business that the interest

relates to about a voluntary

organisation or a public body which

is to be considered by an overview

and scrutiny committee? And is 

the member's interest not a

financial one?

In circumstances such as these, the

standards committee might believe

that it is in the interests of the

authority’s inhabitants to remove the

incapacity from speaking or voting.

Practical guidance on the
process for granting
dispensations and 
recording them

The process for making requests for

dispensations, the criteria that will be

applied and the process that will be

followed when the request is considered

should all be clearly understood by those

concerned. Therefore, standards

committees should set all this out and

make it available to members.

A member must submit an application in

writing explaining why a dispensation is

desirable. Only the member can do this –

they can’t ask somebody else to do it on

their behalf. It is sensible to send that

application to the monitoring officer so that

they can arrange for it to be considered by

their standards committee.

A standards committee meeting must be

convened to consider the application for a

dispensation. Therefore, it is not possible

to grant a dispensation as a matter of

urgency to deal with emergency business.

The committee must consider the legal

criteria set out on pages 3 – 4, including

the exceptions. They must also consider

any other relevant circumstances. These

can include any local criteria they have

adopted. 

The committee will need to consider

whether the member making the request

will be allowed to make oral

representations to the committee or

whether the application will be dealt with

only through written representations.

A standards committee has the discretion

to decide the nature of any dispensation.

For example, the committee may consider

that it is appropriate that the dispensation

allows the member to speak and not vote,

or to fully participate and vote. The

committee can also decide how long the

dispensation should apply, although it

cannot be longer than four years.

dispensations
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It is our view that the regulations do not

allow standards committees to issue

general dispensations to cover members

for any situation where a prejudicial

interest may arise. The regulations refer to

circumstances that arise at “a meeting”.

Therefore, we would expect most

dispensations to cover a specific item of

business at one meeting of the authority.

The decision must be recorded in writing

and must be kept with the register of

interests established and maintained

under Section 81 (1) of the Local

Government Act 2000.

Standards committees can refuse to grant

a dispensation. The regulations allow for

standards committees to use their

discretion rather than impose an obligation

for them to grant dispensations.

dispensations
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Wiltshire Council 

Standards Committee 

Dispensation Requests 

  Application Process and Criteria for Determination 

 
 
Introduction 
 
1 The Standards Committee is responsible for determining requests for dispensation by 

members of Wiltshire Council and Wiltshire Town, Parish and City Councils under the 
Standards Committee (Further Provisions) (England) Regulations 2009.  
 

2 This note explains: 
 

• the purpose and effect of dispensations; 
 

• the procedure for requesting dispensations; 
 

• the criteria which the Standards Committee apply in determining dispensation 
requests; 

 
 
Dispensations 
 
3 In certain circumstances members may be granted a dispensation which enables them to 

take part in Council business where this would otherwise be prohibited because the member 
has a prejudicial interest. Provided members act within the terms of their dispensation there 
is deemed to be no breach of the Code of Conduct. 
 

 
Process for Making Requests 
 
4 Any member who wishes to apply for a dispensation must complete the attached form at 

Appendix A and submit it to the Monitoring Officer at least 14 days before the meeting for 
which the dispensation is required. The Monitoring Officer will arrange a meeting of the 
Dispensation Sub-Committee to consider the request at the earliest opportunity. 
 

5 In order to avoid delay members must ensure that they give full details of the grounds for 
their request and submit it to the Monitoring Officer as soon as they become aware that a 
dispensation is necessary. 
 

6 A request for dispensation must be made on an individual basis.  Group applications are not 
permitted. 
 

7 Meetings of the Dispensation Sub-Committee will normally be open to the public and any 
member who has submitted a request will have the opportunity to attend and make 
representations in support of their application.  
 

 
Criteria for Determination of Requests 
 
8 The Dispensation Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation where the transaction of the 

Council’s business would otherwise be impeded by, or as a result of, the Code of Conduct 
because: 
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a) more than 50% of the members who would be entitled to vote at a meeting are 
prohibited from voting; or 
 

b)  the number of members prohibited from voting at a meeting would upset the political 
balance of the meeting to such an extent as to prejudice the  
outcome of voting in that meeting; 
 

9 Dispensations will not be granted in the following circumstances:  
 

a) to allow a member to vote at an overview and scrutiny committee in respect of a 
decision made by any body of which that person was a member at the time the 
decision was taken; 
 

b) to allow a member of the Cabinet with a prejudicial interest in an item of executive 
business to take an executive decision on the matter on their own. 
 

10 The Dispensation Sub-Committee may grant a dispensation: 
 

a) for one term of business 
b) for a period not exceeding 4 years 
c) allowing the member to participate in the meeting and vote 
d) allowing the member to speak but not vote 

 
11 In reaching a decision on a dispensation request the Dispensation Sub-Committee will:  

 
a) have regard to guidance issued by the Standards Board for England - see Appendix 

B; 
b) disregard any dispensations that have already been granted to other members of the 

same body; 
c) take into account: 

 
(i) the nature of the member’s prejudicial interest: 
(ii) the need to maintain public confidence in the conduct of the Council’s 

business: 
(iii) the impact on the outcome of the proposed vote; 
(iv) the need for efficient and effective conduct of the Council’s business; 
(v) any other relevant circumstances. 

                     
 

Notification of Decision 
 
12  The Monitoring Officer will notify the member of the Sub-Committee’s  

 decision and reasons in writing at the earliest opportunity and in any event within    
 5 working days of the meeting.  
 

13  Any member who has been granted a dispensation must declare the nature and existence 
of the dispensation before the commencement of any business to   
 which it relates. 
 

14  A copy of the dispensation will be kept with the Register of Members’ Interests. 
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Appendix A 

Wiltshire Council 

Standards Committee 

Dispensation Request Form 

 
 
Please give full details of the following in support of your application for a dispensation. You 

should refer to the accompanying guidance “Dispensation Requests - Application Process and 

Criteria for Determination” 

If you need any help completing this form please contact Ian Gibbons, Monitoring Officer on 

01225 713052 or by e-mail ian.gibbons@wiltshire.gov.uk  

 

 

Full Name                ……………………………………………………………………………………..    

 

Address  ……………………………………………………………………………………..    

 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………..    

 

Telephone / E-mail ……………………………………………………………………………………..    

 

Name of Council ……………………………………………………………………………………..    

 

 

Please set out below your reasons for applying for a dispensation having regard to the criteria 

set out in the accompanying guidance. Your statement in support of your application should 

cover the following: 

 

• the decision-making body in respect of which you require a dispensation,  including 

details of membership; 

• details of the matter for which you require a dispensation (meeting(s) and item(s) of 

business); 

• details of your interest in the business for which you require a dispensation; 

• reasons why you consider a dispensation is necessary; 

• the terms of the dispensation you are seeking; 
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Statement in Support of Application for Dispensation 

 

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................... 

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………

…………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

.......................................................................................................................................................

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(Continue on a separate sheet as necessary) 

 

Signed ……………………………………… 

 

 

Dated: ………………………………………. 

 

Please send your completed form to the Monitoring Officer, Wiltshire Council, County 

Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire  BA14 JN, by post, by fax  (01225  718399) or 

by e-mail to ian.gibbons@wiltshire.gov.uk  

Your request will be considered by the Dispensation Sub-Committee at the earliest 

opportunity. You will receive written notification of their decision within 5 days of their 

meeting. 
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Appendix B 
 

Guidance from the Standards Board for England on Dispensations 
 
 Please use the following link: 
           
http://www.standardsforengland.gov.uk/TheCodeofConduct/Guidance/Standardscommittees/Dis
pensations%20FINAL.pdf  
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